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Introduction

The 2021 edition of AAMAS, the International
Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multi-
agent Systems, took place from the 3rd to 7th
of May 2021 (aamas2021.soton.ac.uk).
This year it was organized in the form of a vir-
tual event and attracted over 1,000 registered
participants. As every year, the conference
featured an exciting programme of contributed
talks, keynotes addresses, tutorials, affiliated
workshops, a doctoral consortium, and more.

AAMAS is the flagship conference of IFAA-
MAS, the nonprofit International Foundation
for Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Sys-
tems (www.ifaamas.org). It is not only
the largest but also the most influential con-
ference in this area, each year bringing to-
gether researchers and practitioners from all
areas of agent and multiagent technology. AA-
MAS started in 2002 as the merger of three
highly successful conferences in the area: AA
(the International Conference on Autonomous
Agents), ICMAS (the International Conference
on Multiagent Systems), and ATAL (the Inter-
national Workshop on Agent Theories, Archi-
tectures, and Languages).

This year’s conference was the 20th edition
of AAMAS. To mark the occasion, the first
two authors of this contribution—who had the
honor to serve the conference as PC chairs
for 2021—organized a panel session to jointly
reflect on the history of our conference and to
speculate what the future might bring. The in-
vited panelists were Maria Gini (University of
Minnesota), Victor Lesser (University of Mas-
sachusetts, Amherst), Michael Luck (King’s

Copyright © 2021 by the author(s).

College London), Ana Paiva (IST, University
of Lisbon), Jaime Sichman (Universidade de
São Paulo), and Pradeep Varakantham (Sin-
gapore Management University). We ended
up discussing a wide range of questions:

• How has the field served by the conference
changed over time? And what characteristic
features of AAMAS research have remained
constant throughout?

• What impact did we have as a field? What
opportunities have been missed?

• What does the future hold for AAMAS?
What kind of challenges should the commu-
nity focus on?

Last but not least, we also talked about the
role of the conference itself as a rallying point
for a lively and inclusive research community.

For this opinion piece several of our panelists
kindly agreed to put pen to paper, to share
their thoughts on some of the issues raised
during the panel session with a broader au-
dience. We asked each of them to focus on
just a couple of specific points related to the
generic questions we discussed during the
live panel session, as recalled above.

Maria Gini, University of Minnesota

The start of AAMAS. When we decided to
have the first AAMAS conference in Bologna,
we did not think about what Bologna means
for academia. Bologna is the location of the
first university in the western world. What a
great place to start a conference that was in-
tended to become the sharing place for the
agents community. The conference took place
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in Palazzo di Re Enzo, a building from the
Middle Ages that had just been repurposed
as a convention center in the vibrant center
of Bologna, next to the cathedral and next to
the old exchange building. There were a few
glitches—the acoustics in the meeting rooms
was not the best and the Internet connection
we used to deliver one of the invited talks
was flaky—but at the time who would have
thought about delivering a talk from California
to Bologna in real time over the internet? The
sense of excitement for the new conference
in an ancient building in the historical part of
town was palpable. The wonderful food of
Bologna and the hospitality of the locals were
part of the mix.

The AAMAS conference combined different
communities that had started a few years
early: the Autonomous Agents community,
that was focused on building agents as com-
plete systems, the Distributed AI commu-
nity that had focused more on theoretical
advances to distribute intelligence, and the
smaller ATAL community. In retrospect, we
made the right decision to get together to
avoid fragmenting the field into too many small
conferences.

One feature that has distinguished AAMAS
from other conferences since the beginning
is the attention to the new generation of re-
searchers. We were among the first confer-
ences to start a program for graduate students
at the Autonomous Agents (AA) conference in
Barcelona in 2000, where we matched each
student author of a paper with a senior mem-
ber of the community. The Doctoral Consor-
tium has been an integral part of AAMAS ever
since. The conference has always invested
funds to support students to attend. The vi-
tality of the field is in part due to people who
attended as students and continued to attend
as they moved on in their professional career.

Impact as a field. Autonomy has been an
essential part of AI since the beginning, even
though the term autonomy has not been part
of the definition of AI. The dream of AI has
been to build systems that could do tasks that
only humans could do. The focus has been on
intelligence, but autonomy can be seen as a
consequence of intelligence. An intelligent en-
tity can do things on its own without the need
for human intervention. The terms “autonomy”

and “agent” came together in 1997 with the
AA conference to emphasize that intelligence
did not involve just reasoning but also en-
compassed deciding actions in the real world.
Work in robotics has been part of AI ever
since the early days of Shakey at SRI and the
blue arm at Stanford. The term “agent” brings
sensing and acting together with the thinking
process that had characterized AI work.

If we look at the current situation, AI can do
so much that people have gotten afraid it has
gone too far and we lost control of it. Sci-
ence fiction movies have warned us for a long
time about the danger of out-of-control AI, but
the issues are more complex and nuanced.
What if AI makes the wrong decisions, not in-
tentionally because it is evil, but just because
it does not know enough? Since the days
of the early expert systems (think of MyCIN)
AI researchers have recognized that AI does
not know what it knows or does not know.
The lack of metaknowledge makes AI systems
unaware of what they know. Since it is not
obvious how to handle metaknowledge, what
about figuring out ways of making the AI sys-
tems trustworthy? The agents community has
recognized the importance of trust for many
years and has proposed ways to create sys-
tems that can be trusted.

If systems cannot be trusted, what about
bringing back humans into the AI systems, so
humans can be the ultimate decision makers?
But humans are not good at dealing with many
things at the same time, so they need ways to
manage multiple agents, endowing them with
enough autonomy but maintaining enough su-
pervision. How to do this remains an open
problem.

What will the future bring? For the agents
community, the challenge is to understand
the role of autonomy and of humans, and to
figure out how to build systems where au-
tonomous agents and people can work to-
gether. If we bring humans and agents to-
gether, so humans can be the ultimate de-
cision makers, how should humans manage
multiple agents with adequate autonomy while
maintaining enough human supervision?

What has characterized the agents commu-
nity is the ability to think about complex sys-
tems of agents and not just individual compo-
nents. Designing architectures for agents and
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multiagent systems has been an important
part of the agents community since the be-
ginning, but the work has not produced many
systems in real use. Why? Perhaps the task
has been too difficult. Instead of focusing on
designing tools to build agent systems, we
should focus more on understanding proper-
ties of the complex systems as a whole.

Finally, the agents community has worked
to develop algorithms and theories, and not
much on data, in contrast to machine learn-
ing. Does this mean our work is becoming ob-
solete now that deep learning dominates and
appears to be able to solve all our problems?
Not so fast. Machine learning results cannot
be easily understood and trusted, especially
when one tries to generalize. The focus on
data comes from the current excitement over
data-driven methods, but we cannot expect
data-only to do everything we need. As a com-
munity, we need to hold on to what has been
our focus since we started and help build the
new complex systems people need.

Victor Lesser, UMASS, Amherst

The central research topics of AAMAS will be
around for a long time since distribution, con-
nectivity, autonomy, integration of local agent
control and coordination are central to where
software technology and emerging applica-
tions are moving. The technology balance
between how much information an agent can
generate per unit time and how much of that
information an agent can transmit to other
agents per unit time has not changed very
much over the years. Thus, for many appli-
cations the need for distributed, approximate
solutions that use only partial information and
limited computation will continue to be the only
viable approach. I suspect this will continue
for the foreseeable future, especially as sys-
tems scale up in terms of the numbers of
agents. This system scaling naturally lead to
other research topics such as organizational
control and system resilience, which will be-
come more central in the future.

We still do not have comprehensive theories
of distributed intelligent control that provide a
quantitative perspective on the performance of
our systems and allow us to explain and pre-
dict system performance. I see this as one
of the long-term challenges of the field, which

unfortunately has seen only limited progress
over the last forty years since the beginnings
of the field. There has been very good work
in developing frameworks/models for express-
ing distributed control such as DEC-POMDP
and DCOPs, and their associated implemen-
tations. These formal frameworks allow re-
searchers not only to understand the inher-
ent computational complexity of coordination
problems but also how to build optimal or near-
optimal coordination strategies for a wide vari-
ety of multiagent applications. However, these
framework should not be confused with theo-
ries of distributed control nor are they neces-
sarily the right starting points for developing
such theories. Such theories will be important
for being able to explain better how and why
systems are operating, including their emer-
gent behavior. There will also be needed more
self-awareness built into the system architec-
tures; not only to allow for better on-line ex-
planation but also to allow for on-line adaption
to changes in the computational environment
and to learned experiences for more resilience
and improved performance.

Another important challenge is how to com-
bine symbolic and sub-symbolic approaches
(i.e., neural networks, reinforcement learning,
etc.) in developing the next generation of mul-
tiagent systems. My intuition is that we will, at
least in the near future, develop systems ar-
chitectures that are hybrid in that they exploit
reasoning gained from both deep learning and
symbolic forms of reasoning. To me the ques-
tion is the nature of the interactions among the
parts of the system that employ deep learn-
ing and those using more symbolic forms of
reasoning, and whether both types of reason-
ing will change in order to accommodate in-
formation provided by the other type of rea-
soning. Another important question is what
is the appropriate boundary between these
two approaches, what aspects of the prob-
lem should use a symbolic approach and what
a sub-symbolic approach. I have been sur-
prised by recent work that has shown how
deep multiagent reinforcement learning with
sufficient experience can learn what limited in-
formation to transfer among agents for effec-
tive distributed control. Thus, this question of
appropriate boundaries will take a long time to
settle as we more deeply understand the ca-
pabilities of deep learning for the field’s prob-
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lems. This discussion is in no way intended
to minimize the challenges (scalability, sample
efficiency, etc.) faced in developing practical
distributed deep learning approaches. Even
though there are many challenges in applying
this distributed deep learning, it is this technol-
ogy combined with high-level multiagent ap-
proaches that has the near-term potential to
lead to important breakthroughs in challeng-
ing industrial application. More generally it is
crucial for the AAMAS community to go out of
its way to interact with industry to effectively
transfer agent and multiagent technology to
their applications, which is key for our field’s
long-term viability.

Finally, I want to address an issue associated
with the AAMAS conference and the varied
and disparate research sub-disciplines that
it encompasses. This is a strength of the
field, in that it brings to bear a wide range
of ideas from very different perspectives to
solve problems associated with constructing
distributed intelligent systems. However, how
much cross-fertilization really goes on among
the sub-disciplines? Do researchers in one
sub-discipline even know what are the active
research questions and important results of
other sub-disciplines? This is a natural prob-
lem in any conference with as wide a focus as
AAMAS. However, if the conference/field is not
to fracture into sub-fields and sub-conferences
that lead to AAMAS not being the key place to
publish research, then this issue must be ad-
dressed head-on.

Michael Luck, King’s College London

When considering the 20 years of AAMAS,
it can be illustrative to consider the work of
the European Commission funded AgentLink
projects in the early part of the century
that aimed to support research in agent-
based computing, promote the field and help
with technology adoption. As part of these
projects, two technology roadmaps for agent-
based computing (Luck, McBurney, & Preist,
2003; Luck, McBurney, Shehory, & Willmott,
2005) were developed, with a timeline to
around now! As well as reaching out to wider
audiences, including industry, these technol-
ogy roadmaps also sought to articulate a kind
of manifesto (Luck, McBurney, & Preist, 2004)
for the research community in terms of iden-

tifying research challenges that needed ad-
dressing.

At the time, some new developments had the
potential to drive forward work in the field. For
example, the advent of web services offered
an infrastructure on which to base practical
agent systems, while visions of and progress
in new areas like ambient intelligence, per-
vasive computing, and grid computing held
promise for equally fundamental shifts in the
computing landscape. Yet at the start of AA-
MAS it was common for researchers to be
careful about how they described such work,
with many avoiding the use of labels such as
“artificial intelligence” or “agents” in contrast to
the current public discourse on AI in a much
changed world. Now, many claim the use of
AI in products even when no such technology
is yet present!

Despite this change, many aspects of the field
in AAMAS have remained important and cen-
tral. Back in 2005, the AgentLink roadmap
identified six broad technological areas of re-
search and development: industrial strength
software, agreed standards, infrastructure for
open communities, reasoning in open environ-
ments, learning technologies, and trust & rep-
utation. Putting aside issues of technology
adoption, the balance of learning technologies
on the one hand and reasoning in open en-
vironments on the other is playing out more
widely in AI, with trust and reputation now un-
derstood as crucial not just in technical terms,
but also for humans in ensuring adoption.

Perhaps most interesting from the perspective
of the roadmap, and the work across AAMAS
conferences across the years, is the notion
of autonomy (Harel, Marron, & Sifakis, 2020;
Luck & d’Inverno, 1995). Today, autonomy as
a concept is not something that needs to be
explained to the wider public, and is a major is-
sue across very many domains, yet it remains
both crucial to the AAMAS field and is deeply
characteristic of it and distinguishing.

Yet despite this obvious currency and the
longevity of the field and the conference, many
ask where the examples of real deployed ap-
plications using agent technologies are. This
has been asked often and no doubt will be
asked again; for example, in 2007 Hendler
posed the question of where all the agents
have gone (Hendler, 2007). Among others,
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McBurney and I argued that the agents were
out there in the world, busy doing things, but
importantly that the technologies being used
have not specifically been classed or pro-
moted as agent technologies (McBurney &
Luck, 2007). A contrast with object orienta-
tion, which was regarded previously by some
as a selling point for new products, is illustra-
tive. In the context of AI, the reverse has been
true in that it was undersold because it was
poorly regarded for many years and only re-
cently has been seen as an attractive descrip-
tor. Agent technologies of various kinds have
been used in different applications but not al-
ways revealed because of the commercial ad-
vantage gained, as with trading systems, for
example. Others, especially with applications
of optimization and simulation technologies as
well as in other areas (Dorri, Kanhere, & Jur-
dak, 2018; Munroe et al., 2006), have been
more visible, and the current pandemic has
demonstrated the value of some agent-based
modeling techniques in particular (see, e.g.,
Adam, 2020; Kano, Yasui, Mikami, Asally, &
Ishiguro, 2021; Staffini, Svensson, Chung, &
Svensson, 2021).

The future of the field is thus very exciting.
But the specific question to ask is what are
the problems to which we can contribute?
When we understand that there are very many
problems characterized by distribution and a
need for autonomy and coordination in the
very broadest sense, then there is great scope
for impact. Many new areas are still just in
their infancy. We already have an Internet of
Things, with an ecosystem of multiple inter-
acting computational entities, though perhaps
not yet with the richness that requires consid-
eration of some of the issues that have been
studied in this field. And, as we progress, the
demand for solutions to increasingly complex
problems that balance the need to coordinate
with the benefits of autonomy will increase.
Considering organizations, norms and orga-
nizational structures in relation to the man-
agement of computational systems, for exam-
ple, as has been done in AAMAS for many
years, could provide valuable insights and so-
lutions to system management. But they could
also help to address some very different ques-
tions relating to responsible AI, issues of reg-
ulation and trust, and value-driven systems
(via norms). This is important for technical

solutions and also important for human solu-
tions in providing some confidence to regula-
tors and the user community. I believe that the
AAMAS community has a lens on this that is
distinct and unique.

In this respect, there are very many opportu-
nities for the AAMAS community and the con-
ference, but one lesson that may be learned is
to ensure to engage with the public (as some
are now doing). We need to be careful with
our language and ensure that it’s meaningful
for the wider public as well as for us as scien-
tists and engineers because our work is now
very much in the public sphere. At the same
time, we also have a responsibility to educate
in relation to the technical issues as well as the
societal ones. One important message from
the AAMAS perspective may be to ensure that
there is general recognition of the wide array
of technologies available and to explicate that
there are specific problems caused by distri-
bution, coordination, and autonomy that must
be tackled if we are to realize the promise of
what future visions of technology offer.

Ana Paiva, Instituto Superior Técnico

As the first AAMAS conference was held as a
result of merging ICMAS, AA, and ATAL into
one large event, it was clear that the field was
aggregating different disciplines into a core vi-
sion, becoming mature enough to be consid-
ered as one of the major areas of AI.

The AAMAS conferences started with a gen-
eral enthusiasm around the idea that ma-
chines could capture the nature of intelligence
in a distributed way through agents that per-
ceive, reason, learn, and act in the environ-
ment. In the early events, ideas and research
were not only novel but also somehow revo-
lutionary, making the field very exciting. Re-
searchers strived to combine theoretical ap-
proaches to distributed intelligence with con-
crete technical developments and innovative
applications.

One important aspect standing out in the AA-
MAS conferences, when compared to other
AI-related events, was the way it welcomed fe-
male researchers, and how it supported new-
comers and students to flourish within our
community. This effort made the commu-
nity become more diverse and innovative. By
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2008, as the field matured, it was clear that ar-
eas that explore embodiment in agents, such
as virtual agents and robotics, should also
play important roles, and special tracks were
created at the 2008 edition of AAMAS in Por-
tugal to capture this multiplicity of applications
and uses of multiagent systems. These areas
of embodied agents (which included virtual
agents and robots) were essential to foster the
inclusion of concrete applications where intel-
ligent agents are placed in the real world, in
complex settings where different agents and
even humans must interact.

And over these 25 years, as AI became in-
creasingly more salient and widespread in
many sectors of our society, and its achieve-
ments have expanded into the realm of the
general public, the area of autonomous agents
and multiagent systems also became more
prevalent. Words such as “agents”, “bots” or
“robots”, became common terms recognized
by the general public to mean “intelligent ma-
chines” and “artificial intelligence”. Autonomy
is now widely referred as one of the major
properties of intelligent machines, and the AA-
MAS field has embraced some major efforts to
consider that agents will be not only interact-
ing and negotiating with other agents, but also
with humans. We are now facing a new big
challenge to study, simulate, and engineer hy-
brid societies of humans and agents. Agents
must be able to interact with humans in trans-
parent and trustworthy ways, promoting and
contributing to positive societal changes.

Jaime Sichman, Univ. de São Paulo

The AAMAS conference has been the most
significant scientific venue to discuss new
ideas and insights for the use of autonomous
intelligent agents in the last 20 years. Un-
doubtfully, it has offered results and solu-
tions in theoretical and computational aspects
concerning the use of economic and social
paradigms in solving problems involving a set
of these agents, in a distributed way: this latter
aspect has been a concern of the community
since the late 1970s (Lesser & Corkill, 1983).
Human-agent interaction has been a consis-
tent focus of research, involving the use of
traditional AI techniques like knowledge rep-
resentation and reasoning, as well as learning
and adaptation. The practical development of

such systems, i.e., how to engineer them, has
also been a permanent focus of research dur-
ing these years. Moreover, it is important to
stress the importance of two subfields that are
very particular of this community and whose
importance has been enlarged in recent years
and probably will be of even greater interest in
the ones to follow.

The first of them is concerned with agent-
based simulation (Sichman, Conte, & Gilbert,
1998). Trying to narrow the gap between so-
cial and computer scientists, the idea is to es-
tablish how new results and insights may be
reached using a decentralized approach for
simulation, thereby enabling the investigation
of the emergence of social phenomena from
local interactions. In particular, important at-
tempts have used such techniques to inves-
tigate the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic
in Scandinavian (F. Dignum, 2021) and South-
east Asian (Gaudou et al., 2020) countries.

The other subfield is concerned with how to
establish coordination, organizations, institu-
tions, and norms in such systems (Boissier et
al., 2006). This issue is particularly important
where there are general concerns about eth-
ical limits on the use of autonomous agents
and AI techniques (V. Dignum, 2019). One
must recognize that such problems have been
discussed in the community since a long time
(Falcone & Castelfranchi, 2001), and espe-
cially in the context of socio-technical systems
(Nardin et al., 2016; Singh, 2014), which in-
volve interaction between people and such au-
tonomous agents.

In the near future, issues related to all these
subfields will receive greater attention, since
mixed societies involving people and intelli-
gent agents will be more and more frequent.
Certainly, the AAMAS community will propose
original solutions for these new challenges
that will face us in the coming decades.
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